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Abstract—The increase of memory capacity has not kept up with the continuous increase of large memory applications. Therefore, approaches to utilize remote memory like a local memory has been considered as a cost effective way to run large memory application in the cluster environment where computing nodes are connected via high speed network. For the users of HPC cluster to run large memory application without administrator’s support, we suggest a user-level remote memory extension method. We designed and implemented a remote memory library model which extends the virtual address space of the large memory application process to remote memory. It includes user-level API and page fault handling mechanism, temporal page pool management and remote page prefetching algorithm. We also developed a performance test program to show if the user-level remote memory extension library works well. From the experimental test, we found that user-level remote memory extension library works well for applications with sequential access pattern.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large memory applications such as In-memory database, human genome sequencing, business application acceleration, big data analytics, and large scale scientific calculation are increasing gradually. Such large memory applications may not run in machines without enough physical memory. Even if we can run these applications, we will experience thrashing of the system. However, to run large memory applications, constructing big memory system is a too expensive way.

As time passes, networking technologies have been improved. Modern networking technologies such as Infiniband, Quadrics, and Myrinet have very low latency(a few microseconds) and high bandwidth(max 56Gbps). These technologies also support Remote Direct Memory Access(RDMA) operation mode in which CPU don’t need to coordinate transferring between local memory and remote memory. RDMA feature reduces the number of memory copy between user-level and kernel level. The feature improves the access latency and the bandwidth of the remote memory dramatically. The latency of remote memory access is a few orders of magnitudes faster than that of local disk access. Therefore, there have been many trials to use remote memory like local memory, local block, and local file system.

Utilizing remote memory is adding an additional level between main memory and local disk in the memory hierarchy. In HPC cluster computing environment, the benefit of utilizing remote memory like local memory is that we can execute large memory application without additional HW cost by harvesting idle memory on remote nodes.

The majority of previous approaches of extending virtual address space to remote memory have preferred implicit method which conceal the fact that users actually use remote memory when they run their large memory applications. This method requires no special re-compiling or linking with special library but requires root privilege or administrator’s support because it requires kernel modification or kernel module development.

However, most of users of HPC clusters(or supercomputers) system can’t update kernel or kernel module because they don’t have administrator’s privilege. Therefore, if administrator does not support, they can’t use remote memory like local memory. They just can execute user-level application. For this reason, the most popular programming model of HPC clusters is MPI(message passing interface), which use message passing for communication. On the other hands, some users are using PGAS(Partitioned Global Address Space) model by which parallel programs share their memory with others. Such programming models are based on user-level library and useful for compute intensive applications. Hence, we need a library to support large memory applications in HPC clusters.

In this paper, we design and implement a remote memory library which supports large memory application to use remote node’s memory like local memory. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Chapter II, we discuss the related work. In Chapter III, we present our ideas on the remote memory library for user-level remote memory extension. Next, Chapter IV shows an experimental study and result. Finally, Chapter V discusses our work.

II. RELATED WORKS

Comer suggested remote paging mechanism based on the remote memory model which consists of several client machines and one or more dedicated remote memory server[1]. In the remote paging mechanism, clients use remote memory rather than local disk as a backing storage. Clients move
memory pages to the remote memory server when the client machines exhaust their local memory[1].

Since Comer’s suggestion, there have been many research works on the utilization of remote memory. Such research works have been approached from different perspectives because of the variety of research goals and network characteristics[2]. Various approaches tried to use remote memory just like a local memory[1][3-8], or as a cache for local or distributed storage[2][9-15], or as a storage[2][16].

Anderson et al. classified the approaches to utilize remote memory like local memory based on the implementation layer/methods: 1) explicit program management, 2) user-level, 3) device-driver 4) kernel-modification, and 5) Network interface[4]. Explicit program management requires the programmer to coordinate all data movement to/from the remote memory[5]. User-level implementation method requires the programmer modify their code using a new malloc for remote memory allocation[4]. Device-driver method replaces the swap device with a new device which sends the pages to remote memory[8][17]. Kernel modification method modifies the virtual memory(VM) subsystem. It shows highest performance but very lower portability[1][3]. Network Interface method is HW-level method which replaces memory controller with some sort of chip. This is most un-portable and hardest to implement.

Table 1. shows comparison between user-level approach and device driver approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>User-level approach</th>
<th>Device driver approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) More portable</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) No root privilege or administrator’s support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disadvantage</td>
<td>1) Pages are still subject to disk paging,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2) Overhead of page fault handling,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3) Not application transparency(only benefit using the library)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) OS page can be sent to remote memory,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) The overhead of context switching and copy pages in and out of kernel (when user-level process is used for communicating with remote memory server[2])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. shows comparison between user-level approach and device driver approach [4][8]. Even though device-driver method has been the majority of research, the method requires root privilege. If the administrator of cluster system does not support to install device driver for remote memory extension, then most of non-privileged user can’t use remote memory.

To decrease the communication cost of TCP/IP networking, RDMA enabled network technologies such as Infiniband, Quadrics, and Mirinet became to be used[8][18].

Another consideration point is about if remote memory server is dedicated. Some approaches are based on dedicated memory server. The other are based on idle memory harvesting. The latter one focused on minimizing the impact to owner of machine whose memory is harvested and improving memory utilization[5].

Unreliable memory semantic do not require the remote memory server to maintain multiple copy of data or permanent data[1], while reliable memory semantic for file system, block device and storage require some mechanisms which restore missed pages and also require security and fault tolerance[4][17].

### III. REMOTE MEMORY EXTENSION

To use remote memory like local memory, first, remote memory should be mapped on virtual address space of remote memory consumer process. Second, user-level page fault handling for remote memory is necessary when consumer process try to access the mapped remote memory region. User-level page fault handling for remote memory is different from normal page fault handling of kernel in the way that it should obtain real data of remote memory and save them to the physical page of consumer node and map the physical page to the remote memory region by updating page table of the consumer process.

**Figure 1.** shows a mechanism of remote memory extension. As explained above, remote memory consumer process can use remote memory with the help of remote memory library and remote memory provider. Remote memory providers serve their own memory to remote memory consumer. Remote memory library handles the user-level page fault for remote memory region. It transfers real data from remote memory page to the temporary page(TPG) of consumer node and maps the TPG to virtual address space of consumer process. This remote memory library mimics page fault handling mechanism in kernel. The role of TPG is similar to that of page cache in kernel. The difference between TPG and page cache is that page cache use free memory as much as it can use, but the size of TPG pool is restricted because we need to minimize overhead to serve remote memory extension to consumer process. Therefore, TPGs may be mapped to...
different addresses of remote memory region frequently. The TPGs should be recycled efficiently.

A. User-level API for remote memory management

The remote memory library provides next user-level API for remote memory management.

- int rminit();
- int rmterminate();
- void *rmalloc(size_t size);
- void rmfree(void *ptr);
- int rmsync(void *ptr, size_t size);
- int rmflush(void *ptr, size_t size);
- int rmadvise(void *addr, int advise);

First, the programmer who develop large memory application should initialize remote memory library before allocating remote memory and terminate the library at the end of the application via rminit() and rmterminate(). After initialization, the programmer can allocate remote memory via rmalloc() and may release the memory via rmfree() after using remote memory. For more management of remote memory, we provide three APIs: rmsync(), rmflush(), and rmadvise(). The rmsync() synchronizes temporal pages(TPG) and remote memory page. The rmflush() invalidate and recycle TPGs by force. The rmadvise() indicates the library if prefetching remote pages is allowed.

B. User-level page fault handling

In general, page fault handling means that kernel allocate physical page and updates page table of the process where the page fault occurs. It is not allowed for user-level code to allocate physical memory page and update the page table of the process. However, to map TPG to the virtual address space of the consumer process, we need to handle page fault at not kernel-level but user-level.

The only tricky way for user-level page fault handling is to use signal handling mechanism for segmentation fault signal(SIGSEGV). If user-level process tries to access one of pages of the memory region where access is not allowed, then CPU will raise the SIGSEGV signal and kernel should send the signal to the user process. We can handle the page fault at user-level by changing the action taken by the user process on receipt of SIGSEGV signal.

SIGSEGV signal handler selects a TPG from TPG pool(this mimics allocating physical memory page) and store real data from remote page to the TPG, and then map the TPG to the starting address of the page where page fault occurs. We use two system call in SIGSEGV signal handler: mprotect() and remap_file_pages(). The mprotect() makes the range of remote memory region readable, writable or inaccessible and the remap_file_pages() update pages table indirectly.

By the way, there is no way to allocate a physical page to two different virtual addresses at user-level. For user-level page fault handling, TPGs should be accessed by both consumer thread and user-level page fault handler. This means physical memory pages used as TPG Pool should be mapped to virtual address space of consumer process twice. One is TPG pool region for user-level page fault handler of remote memory library and the other is remote memory region for consumer’s main thread. To make both consumer thread and user-level page fault handler access same physical temporal pages(TPG), we use a trick to create a TPG backing file on tmpfs and open the file, next call mmap system call with file descriptor of the file at remote memory library. A TPG backing file is mapped twice. First, the TPG backing file is mapped to the TPG Pool region which remote memory library manage. Second, the TPG backing file is mapped to the remote memory region of consumer process when rmalloc() API is called.

When consumer thread access the remote memory region, the page fault handler of the remote memory library will dynamically map TPGs by calling remap_file_pages sysm call. Before all the TPGs are allocated and mapped to remote memory region, remote memory library will recycle the TPGs because TPG pool is very restricted resources.

C. Temporal page(TPG) pool management

![Figure 2. TPG pool management diagram](image)

Figure 2. depicts how the remote memory library operates and manages temporal pages of the TPG pool. The TPG pool is composed of four double linked lists: Unused list, Active list, Inactive dirty list, and Inactive clean list. The Unused list holds all the unallocated TPGs. The Active list holds all the TPGs allocated to consumer thread and used by consumer thread. The Inactive dirty list holds all the modified TPGs out of inactivated TPGs. The Inactive clean list holds all the clean or unmodified TPGs out of inactivated TPGs.

The operation of TPG pool consists of 6 steps: 1) TPG Allocation, 2) TPG Reordering, 3) TPG Inactivation, 4) TPG Laundering, 5) TPG Reclaiming, and 6) TPG Reactivation.
As we explained in the previous section, if consumer thread accesses remote memory region, then page fault handler may be executed or not. If the accessed page of remote memory region is already mapped to TPGs, then the page fault handler is not called. If not, the page fault handler select unused TPG from the Unused list and store the data of remote page to the TPG and remap the TPG and finally move the TPG to the end of the Active list. These are done in the step 1) TPG Allocation.

If the Unused list does not have any TPGs, then the TPG Allocation will be delayed until the TPGs is recycled to the Unused list. Because the TPG pool has the limited number of TPGs, TPGs should be recycled proactively. The first step of recycling is 3) TPG Inactivation.

The 2) TPG Reordering step moves some revisited TPGs to the tail of the Active list because the Active list should be ordered by least recently used(LRU) time.

The 3) TPG Inactivation step inactivates some overflowed TPGs of the Active list. If the number of TPGs in the Active list is greater than the predefined maximum size of the Active list, the overflowed number of TPGs should be inactivated. The TPG Inactivation move the overflowed TPGs to the Inactive dirty or clean list. The overflowed TPGs is selected from the head of the Active list because the head of Active list is LRU page.

The 4) TPG Laundering step saves the data of the modified TPGs to the remote page. This step spends considerable time because the step should send the data of the modified pages to the remote memory provider and should receive acknowledgement from it. The confirmed TPGs are moved to Inactive clean list.

The 5) TPG Reclaiming step periodically moves all the TPGs in the Inactive clean list to the tail of the Unused list. The 6) TPG Reactivation step move some revisited TPGs of Inactive dirty or clean list to the Active list. Remote memory consumer may access the TPGs in the Inactive list. In this case the revisited TPGs are reactivated.

The period of TPG Inactivation is adjusted in reverse proportion to the activated(allocated) number of TPGs because static period of TPG Inactivation may cause the lack of unused TPGs in the Unused list. If the number of activated TPGs increase, the period should become shorter. If the number decrease, then the period should become longer.

D. Prefetching remote memory pages

The access latency of remote page is much greater than the one of local memory. Prefetching remote memory pages is essential mechanism to improve the latency and the throughput. Figure 3. shows the algorithm to prefetch remote pages in case of sequential access pattern. We defined three variables for prefetching algorithm: RA_flag, Current window, RA window. RA_flag indicate if readahead is ongoing. Current window represent already prefetched remote memory region, RA window means the remote memory region under prefetching.

First, in step 1), the algorithm determine if the access pattern is sequential. If the previously accessed page and currently accessed page are consecutive, or if the previously accessed page is the first page of Current window and the currently accessed page is the first page of RA window, then the algorithm determines the pattern is sequential.

If access pattern is sequential, the algorithm proceeds to the step 2). The step 2) checks if RA_flag is true, which means that readahead is ongoing. If RA_flag is false(now readahead is not being started), the algorithm proceeds to the step 3). The step 3) sets RA_flag true and initialize Current window and RA window. If RA_flag is true in the step 2), the algorithm checks if the requested page is in the RA Window in the step 6). If it is, then the algorithm updates Current window and RA window.

If access pattern is not sequential in step 1), then proceed to the step 4). The step 4) checks again if RA_flag is true. If it is true, the algorithm set RA_flag false and reset Current window/RA window in the step 5).

Figure 3. The algorithm of prefetching remote page for sequential access pattern

IV. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We wrote a Remote Memory Library which handle user-level page fault and manage temporal page pools and provide user-level API. We also wrote an emulation program which emulate remote memory extension using the Remote Memory Library.

A. An emulation program for experiment

Figure 4. shows the emulation program which copies 1GB data from (emulated) remote memory region to local buffer. It copies from the page of the emulated remote memory to local buffer's page. Actually, memory copy occurs twice: one is between the Emulated Remote Memory and TPG, the other is between the TPG and Local Buffer in Figure 4. The Emulated Remote Memory is actually allocated in local memory because we do not implement memory provider yet. The first memory copy between the Emulated Remote Memory and
TPG emulates the memory transfer from memory provider. This program is for only testing how much well the Remote Memory Library will work.

The size of TPG pool of the emulator program is 1024(4MB). The size of maximum Current window is 32 pages. The size of maximum RA window is also 32 pages.

We measured the access latency and the memory copy throughput of from the Emulated Remote Memory to local buffer. The result may include a little measuring error because we add measuring codes to the emulation program.

Average latency of sequential access pattern is 1.05 us. This is just 9 times of local memory latency(120ns). Memory copy throughput of sequential access pattern is 826MB/s. It is about 70% of the local memory copy throughput. However, the average latency of random access pattern is 20.8 us, which is 170 times longer than the local memory latency(120ns). The average throughput of random access pattern is 156MB/s and is 13% of the local memory copy throughput. The reason the latency and the throughput for sequential access pattern is not bad is because the emulation program does prefetching memory pages from the Emulated Remote Memory for the sequential access pattern. On the contrary, we observed very poor latency and throughput for the random access pattern because prefetching does not work in case of random access.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we designed and implemented a remote memory extension library without communication feature with remote memory provider. The library emulates remote memory locally. We also wrote an emulation program for demonstrating the performance of remote memory extension library. The library can’t be used for real application yet. It needs communication feature with remote memory provider, and also need remote memory provider as shown in Figure 1 for a real large memory application.

The remote memory library provides user-level API for remote memory consumer applications, user-level page fault handling, dynamic TPG management functions for recycling the very limited number of TPGs, and prefetching functions reading/writing data from/to emulated remote memory.

Through the experiment, we showed 9 times longer latency and almost 70% throughput rather than local memory in case of sequential access pattern, but 170 times longer latency and 13% throughput for random access pattern. From this result, we found that prefetching is very effective, but processing delay of page fault handling and page management is more increased. When we compared this result with our previous work which emulated very simple page fault handling without TPG management and prefetching features, the latency of random access pattern increase 6 times rather than the previous work’s latency which was 3 microseconds.

If we develop remote memory provider additionally, we should consider network transmission. It will increase the access latency to remote memory and decrease throughput of memory copy to/from remote memory. The latency might increase and the throughput might decrease. Fortunately, there is very good networking technology. Many HPC systems use Infiniband network to interconnect computing nodes and storage nodes. Latency and throughput of Infiniband FDR network is not bad(latency: 1~2 micro seconds, throughput is almost 6GB/s). Infiniband also supports RDMA(Remote Direct Memory Access) feature which enables application to read/write remote memory without intervention of kernel.
we use Infiniband network, we may not experience more latency delay or throughput degradation.

The mechanism we suggest might not be cost effective for someone who frequently runs large memory application and require very fast response time. Even though it has overhead of user-level page fault handling, it may be a silver bullet for someone who has cluster system and need to run large memory application sometimes. It would be a good solution for someone who develops applications with shared memory among cluster machines.
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